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The difference between research and non-research activity is in the
way the answers to the research questions are found. For a process to
be called research, it is impontant that it meets certain requinenrents
and possesses certain chanacteristics" Examisre some definitions of
research to identify these requirenrents and characteristics.

ldentify two problems in the field of Aecounting and Finance which can
be found solutions by applying resBareh nrethodology.

The typology of research car.'e be toCIked at from three penspeetives:
application, objectives and the enqulry process. Briefly describe tf;,re

types of research from the point of view of enquiry process.

A research process includes thnee phases,

undertaking, which are broken into manry steps.

deciding, p{anning and

Describe those stens.

(trS MBanks)

problerns are connected to people and

reseanches citing examples in tlre tield of

Briefly explain how research

subject areas in the business

Accounting and Finance.

The process of formulating a research pnoblem consists of u nr*nu, 
"rsteps. Briefly explain them with examples in the field of Accounting and

Finance.



Write five well defined research problems in the field of Account

Finance as interrogative statements (Questioning format).

Evaluate the advantages of literature review for a research.

{c}

(d)

3. (a)

(b)

4. (a)

{20

Distinguish between concepts and vaniables.

Explain the process of operationalization of concept using exan

the field of Accounting and Finance. 
l

(c) Frorn the viewpoint of the unit of rneasurement, variables

categorised into two ways. Briefly exp|ain them.

Distinguish between ordinal scale variables and interval scale va

i

{24

I

While some researchers believe that hypotheses are ,s"tul to 
I

a study, others claim that they are not essential. Wfrat 
{

advantages of using hypotheses in researches? 
I

The Cross Sectional study design is best suited to studies aN

finding out the prevalence of a phenornenon, situatlon, {
attitude or issue, by taking a cross-section of the population. Vl

examples of research titles in ttre field of Accounting and I

(d)

(b)



the types of study design based on number of contacts for

following examples of research problems:

Clients' satisfaction with Accounting Firms.

i$ study on the changes in the incidence of road accidents in Sri

attitudes of undergraduate students towards the financial

granted to them by the government.

impact of trainings on the performance of the non-academic

of Sri Lankan universities.

of a promotion campaign on the insurance scheme of an

firm.

ip between the iJividend payout and the Earnings Per

interview is one way to collect primary data.

in which unstructured interview is

od of data coilection. Discuss such

field of Accounting and Finance.

{20 Marks}

procedures of constnucting Likert scale questionnaire

attitudinal variables in quantitative reseanches.

instrument can be determined either by external or

procedures. Explain the two external consistency

ng the reliability of a research tool.

There are

the most

situations
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(c)

:l:::,:-,,:::Ti:,rg 
has been crassified as a ,mixed, 

sampbecause it has the characteristics of both random andsampring designs. *ustrate schematicary the procedure forsample in this method with an example.

A research proposar is an ovenart pran, scheme, structdre anddesigned to obtain answers to the research questions or nrnhl,vr pt LJtconstitute the research project. List out the contents of suchproposal.

(d)
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